Open access and copyright in science

Are you at the beginning of your PhD project and do you want to get information about Open Access publishing and copyright issues? Come and learn about Open Access, the different publication strategies and the funding options at the University of Würzburg. Create a better understanding of copyright issues and raise awareness of possible copyright problems regarding scientific work.

During this workshop you will learn:

- about Open Access and Open Science
- how to make your own articles visible
- how to use repositories for publishing your articles and thesis, e.g. the university’s repository OPUS
- how to get funded your publication fees for OA journal articles
- how to use creative commons licenses
- how to avoid violations of the copyright

A theoretical introduction is followed by practical examples out of everyday scientific work. We will have a closer look at the copyright clauses for example of relevant publishing houses.

Trainer:

Open Access: Kristina Hanig is the subject librarian for mathematics and computer science. She is also contact person for open access publishing, for the institutional repository OPUS and for Würzburg University Press.

Copyright: Christian Schmauch is the subject librarian for law at the University Library of Würzburg. He also is member of the Committee for Legal Affairs of the German Library Association.

Location:

VIRTUAL via ZOOM